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Results: Effect of Visual Experience Results: Effect of Visual Experience
Background: The Importance of Shape for Visual Categorization Rosch et al. (1976) and others have argued that the shape of objects is a fundamental determinant of category structure. In a previous study [2] , we observed that after ten hours of visual exposure to a series of novel, 3D objects, subjects asked to perform free categorization in a sequential presentation task did so primarily on the basis of shape differences as opposed to texture or a combination of both. In contrast, no such preference was found after ten hours of haptic exposure.
Experiment 1: Effect of Experience
We hypothesized that, prior to experience, subjects are equally likely to use any weighting strategy, but that lengthy visual experience makes shape-dominated groupings more likely. Subjects categorized objects either without any prior experience or after 1h of similarity judgments. Mean shape/texture weight across subjects was not significantly different from 50% in either condition, a result in agreement with our hypothesis.
Experiment 2: Effect of Task
Here, we tested whether the same pattern would hold for two different types of categorization tasks: a classic array sorting task and a pair-wise comparison task. Contrary to our expectation, subjects in the array task relied on texture differences, while subjects in the pair task relied more on shape.
Conclusion
These results demonstrate that shape differences do not always act as the key determinants of category structure; the sensory modality used to experience objects, the length of exposure, as well as task parameters also play a role. • Amount of prior experience, type of categorization task, and sensory modality Why does experience lead to increased shape bias in the item-based task?
• Previous results indicate that this could be due to a bias of the visual system [4] . After 10h of haptic exposure, shape and texture were equally weighted; visuohaptic exposure led to an intermediate weighting (see left-hand figure below).
Why do initial biases vary according to task type?
• Tasks have different spatio-temporal patterns, leading to differing memory requirements • Array: 25 objects/trial, multiple spatial locations may discourage pair-wise comparisons • Item: 1 object/trial, single spatial location may require LTM representation of objects • Pair: 4 objects/trial, single spatial location requires STM for pairwise comparisons • Could tasks trigger different levels of categorization?
• Array task (all stimuli visible at once) may encourage subordinate level categorization, which is thought to rely on higher spatial frequencies [5] , whereas pair task with 2 distinct prototypes may encourage basic level categorization relying on lower frequencies
Similarity between weights in pair-based categorization and similarity • Repeated appearance of a boundary between the 2 nd and 3 rd rows agrees with the larger separation in the perceptual map derived from similarity ratings in [2] (bottom-right figure) • Significant correlation with weights in a subsequent similarity rating task (subject-by-subject) • Points to similar mechanisms underlying both tasks 
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